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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

Minutes of meeting 

12:00 – 16:00, 23rd January 2015 

Pullar House, Perth 

 

Attendance 
Michael McGlynn South Lanarkshire  MMcG 

Steve Rogers  Dumfries and Galloway  SR 

Angus Gilmour  Argyll and Bute   AG 

Pam Ewen  TAYplan   PE 

Robert Gray  Aberdeenshire   RG 

Maggie Bochel  Aberdeen City   MB 

David Leslie  City of Edinburgh  DRL 

Forbes Barron  Glasgow City   FB 

Emma Hay  Improvement Service  EH 

Chris Norman  West Lothian   CN 

Brian Frater  Scottish Borders  BF 

Craig McLaren  RTPI    CMcL 

George Eckton  COSLA    GE 

Trevor Moffat  Improvement Service  TM 

 

Teleconference 

Malcolm MacLeod Highland   MM 

Iain McDiarmid  Shetland Islands  IMcD 

Stuart West  Orkney Islands   SW 

 

Apologies 

Jim Miller  North Ayrshire   JM 

Shirley Linton  North Lanarkshire  SL 

David Littlejohn  Perth and Kinross  DL 

Fraser Carlin  Renfrewshire   FC 

 

 

Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in Scotland 
Ewan Wallace, Gordon MacKay, Scott Allan, Bill Barker and Steven Herriot attended the meeting on 

behalf of the Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in Scotland (SCOTS). 

Roads Construction Consent and Planning Consent alignment is due to be updated by the Scottish 

Government. Pilots with 4 local authorities (including Aberdeen) have been carried out. 

Action: EH will contact Suzanne Stephen at the Scottish Government  

The Scottish Government are due to launch travel plan guidance at the beginning of March. SCOTS 

will begin work on this after this date. 
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It was agreed that it would be very useful for HoPS and SCOTS to align projects in their business 
plans for next year.  
Action: Scott Allan will forward the SCOTS business plan. The HoPS business plan will be discussed 
at the Performance and Practice sub-committee meeting on 20/2/15 

Action: TM will arrange another meeting between HoPS and SCOTS in the autumn 

 
Home Office Construction Sector Intelligence Requirement 
Martin Thomson and Lorrain Armour attended the meeting. 

There has been abuse of the construction sector certificate scheme. The Home Office will be 

investigating any large construction projects and wished the support of HoPS and LABSS to identify 

these in advance. It was suggested that authorities could forward details of their 5 largest upcoming 

projects. 

Action: TM to forward links to the planning portals of all local authorities and the wind farm 

database. 

 

 

INSPIRE  

Ian Mackay of the Improvement Service spoke to the committee about the European directive to 

publish spatial data information and the possibility of combining data from all authorities  

 

Welcome and Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
DL was to set up a meeting with SOLAR. This was not required at present. 
 
No further actions will be taken by HoPS from the recent Scottish Government Workshop on Section 
42. 
 

Development Planning Sub-committee 

The sub-committee produced a revised set of development planning indicators. These have been 

presented to Marie Ferguson (Scottish Government). The indicator on approvals is to be discussed 

further. 

Action: DRL will meet with Marie to discuss how to take this forward on the 3rd February 2015 

 

Development Management Sub-committee  
 
The next sub-committee meeting will cover: 

 Feedback on Section 42 and AMSC from the Scottish Government 

 The Hilltracks Consultation 

 SEVESO 3 

 Validation Standards 

 SNH – Service Statement  
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 Ombudsman decisions 

 Customer satisfaction surveys  

 High Hedges 

CN has drafted a new version of guidance for Stop the Clock. This will first be run past the sub-

committee for comments. If agreed upon the P&PSC will ask the Scottish Government if they will 

support the changes for next year. 

Action: CN to circulate draft guidance to DMSC 

 

Average time scales were discussed with regard to performance. It was mentioned that quality 

outcomes would be a better focus. The current focus could lead to quicker refusals or poorer quality 

development. 

Action: CN to draft a letter before the next High Level Group meeting on the 19th February 2015 

Graham Marchbank (Scottish Government) circulated document on the Finance of Open Cast Coal 

Mining. There were several items relating to HoPS: standard templates, HoPS as a gate check and a 

working group requiring HoPS involvement. There will be a revision of this document available 

shortly. 

The 14th licensing round for unconventional oil and gas exploration is about to start. It would be 

useful if authorities involved could work together on a best practice document. 

Action: CN to be invited to the E&RSC meeting on the 6th of March 2015 where this will be an 

agenda item 

 

Energy and Resources Sub-committee update 
 
Work has recently been completed on Section 36 model conditions.  

A document on Bonds is currently out to local authorities for comments and the return date is the 

20th February 2015. The document will then be presented to SOLAR and other stakeholders. 

Possible future workstreams include: 

 Fracking 

 Radar Issues 

 Noise Accumulation Calculations 

 Visualisation  

It was noted that the SNH work may already cover much of the work required on visualisations. 

Action: Peter Strachan of Robert Gordon University will be invited to the next sub-committee 

meeting to answer policy questions 
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Performance and Practice sub-committee 
 
Cathy Johnston is now the vice-chair of the sub-committee. 
 
Dorothy Watson (Scottish Government) attended the last meeting to discuss the new format of the 
published statistics. 
 
Julia Frost (PAS) spoke to the sub-committee about community engagement and the use of PAS to 
assist with this. She also discussed the Young Placemakers initiative as a method of promoting 
planning to you people. 
 
As part of the business plan the sub-committee will run a series of 3 workshops (Glasgow, Edinburgh 
and Perth) looking at how to address quality outcomes within the PPF reporting. Due to the July 
submission date this will be held in late March. The workshops will be promoted around the concept 
“How to turn your reds amber and your ambers green”. 
 

 
RTPI – Update 
 
Pam Ewen is the new convenor for RTPI Scotland. As part of her personal plan for the year she 
intends to strengthen the Young Planners Network, celebrate chartership and attend chapter events 
around the country. 
 
Looking towards the 2016 Scottish election the RTPI will be looking further into strategic planning, 
community planning; and performance and resourcing. An RTPI sub-committee will be formed on 
how to take this forward  
Action: DL will be invited to join the sub-committee. 
  
The Scottish Young Planners Conference will be held on the 12th March 2015 the theme this year is 
“How do we create successful places?” 
Action: MMcG to discuss with DL about the possibility of HoPS sponsorship 
 
They also wish to look into the Assessment of Professional Competence (APC) due to the changes in 
submission it would be useful to make sure mentors understand the current APC requirements.  
Action: MMcG to discuss with DL about the possibility of a slot at the HoPS conference in June 
2015 
 
The deadline for the RTPI UK Awards is on the 30th January 2015 but this is likely to be extended by 2 
weeks. CMcL mentioned it would be good to see more Scottish entries. 
  
The Scottish Towns Partnership could be funding a Scotland’s Best Towns Award with the RTPI and 
HoPS on the judging panel. 
 

COSLA – Update 

PPF Penalties. These are doing little for local democracy. Next year it has been identified 7 councils 
could be subject to the penalty clause. Cllr Hagen will be discussing this further with Ministers. 
Although the penalty clause process was agreed to as part of the 25% uplift GE stated that due to 
the Wendsbury principle the clause is challengeable. 
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There were concerns from members about the Coal Report due to be published in February 2015 
 

 
Working Group – Update 
These updates are for note and are available via Knowledge Hub. 
 
DRL discussed his current findings on Private Rented Sector Developments. There is a large variation 
across Scotland and 8 local authorities will be in contact with him with further details.   
 

 
Costing the Planning Service - report 
There is now data for 30 local planning authorities. Shetland and East Ayrshire were unable to take 
part in the project. A point to note was that the cost per capita for applications is higher for rural 
authorities, agreeing with the round 1 results. 
 

The 3 figures presented at the front will be what is presented to the High Level Group. Graphs 
provided are for Executive Committee use at present.  
 
There are no plans to make public as yet but it has been referenced in the leaders paper and CMcL 
may wish to use something in a future article in the Scottish Planner.  
 

 
Penalty Clause Process 
Main discussion points were addressed during the Development Management sub-committee item. 

 

 
Planning Development Programme 
Funding for the Planning Development Programme will reduce at the end of the financial year 

2014/15. HoPS annual subscriptions cover 55% of costs. There will be no additional grants supplied 

by the Scottish Government or the Improvement Service. 

Action: HoPS to approach the Scottish Government about the potential of additional funding at 

the end of the financial year 2014/15. 

EH stated the Scottish Government may fund specialist training on a case by case basis, such as the 

current funding for minerals training. 

The HoPS Executive should consider setting up a training schedule for 2015/16. Development 

Planning training should be a focus. 

Action: DPSC to consider ideas for workshops at the next meeting on 27/2/15 

 

 
Development Plans Supplementary Guidance  
Practice across Scotland differs greatly. Supplementary guidance can now be sent back if it doesn’t 

match the NPF or SPP. The reporters unit are now part of this. 

John McNairney’s view on supplementary guidance is that it needs to linked to in the LDP. 

https://knowledgehub.local.gov.uk/group/headsofplanningscotlandmembersforum/library?_20_folderId=10804824&_20_displayStyle=list&_20_viewEntries=1&_20_viewFolders=1&_20_struts_action=%2Fdocument_library%2Fview&_20_action=browseFolder&_20_entryEnd=20&_20_folderEnd=20&_20_expandFolder=0&_20_entryStart=0&_20_folderStart=0&p_p_id=20&p_p_lifecycle=0
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Historic Environment - Update 
The deadline for consultation responses is 27th March 2015. 
Action: TM will circulate an update from Cathy Johnston who is the HoPS representative. 
 

 
AOB 
The next HoPS Executive meeting will be held on the 24th of April in Perth 
 
 


